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Difference Families From Lines and Half Lines
QING XIANG
Using lines and half lines in a two-dimensional vector space over G F.q/, we generalize the construc-
tions of difference families of Xia and Liu which are important for the construction of Williamson-type
matrices. Also based on this geometric point of view, we give new and simpler proofs for these
constructions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let D1; D2; : : : ; Dn be n subsets of an additive Abelian group G of order v such that
jDi j D ki , 1  i  n. If, for each g 2 G, g 6D 0, the total number of solutions of
xi − yi D g with xi ; yi 2 Di , 1  i  n, is , then the family of subsets fD1; D2; : : : ; Dng
is called an n-.vI k1; k2; : : : ; knI / difference family in G. If each Di , 1  i  n, has the
property that x 2 Di iff −x 2 Di , then the difference family is said to be symmetric. When
k1 D k2 D    D kn D k; fD1; D2; : : : ; Dng is called an n-.vI kI / difference family. In
the case n D 1, a difference family becomes a difference set, in the usual sense. Difference
families have been proved to be important in the constructions of block designs and Hadamard
matrices, see for example, [1, 3, 6].
A convenient way to study a difference family is to use a group ring. Since we will mainly
deal with additive groups of finite fields, we will use the following group ring. Let .G;C/ be
an additive Abelian group. Let Z [G] denote the ring of formal polynomials
Z [G] D
nX
g2G
ag X g j ag 2 Z
o
;
where X is an indeterminate. The ring Z [G] has operations given by
c
X
g2G
ag X g C d
X
g2G
bg X g D
X
g2G
.cag C bdg/X g
and X
g2G
ag X g
X
g2G
bg X g D
X
h2G
X
g2G
agbh−g

Xh
for c; d 2 Z . The zero and unit of Z [G] are Pg2G 0X g and X0 :D 1, respectively. If S  G
is a subset of G, we will identify S with the group-ring element S.X/ DPg2S X g . With the
above notation, we can rephrase the definition of an n-.vI k1; k2; : : : ; knI / difference family
fD1; D2; : : : ; Dng in G as
nX
iD1
Di .X/Di .X−1/ D
 nX
iD1
ki − 

C G.X/ .1:1/
In a recent series of papers, Xia and Liu [8, 9] constructed some interesting difference families
which can give rise to Williamson-type matrices. The importance of these difference families
lies in that, even though there are no special Williamson matrices (in the sense of Turyn’s
paper [4]) defined on any Abelian group of order 4p2, where p  5 is a prime (see [2] for the
proof of this result), there exist Williamson-type matrices of order 4p2 constructed from these
difference families. In this paper, using lines and half lines (see Section 2 for the definition) of
a two-dimensional vector space over G F.q/, we generalize the constructions in Xia and Liu
[8, 9]. Because of the use of the geometric ideas, our proofs for the constructions in Section 2
are much simpler than the original proofs by Xia and Liu.
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2. CONSTRUCTIONS
In the following, q will denote an odd prime power, G F.q2/ will denote the finite field with
q2 elements, and G will denote the additive group of G F.q2/. For convenience, we select
and fix for each q, a primitive element g of G F.q2/. If e  2, ejq2 − 1, we define the eth
cyclotomic classes C0;C1; : : : ;Ce−1 by
Ci D fgetCi jt D 0; 1; : : : ; f − 1g;
where f D .q2 − 1/=e.
If we view G F.q2/ as a two-dimensional vector space over G F.q/, then the one-dimensional
subspaces of G F.q2/ over G F.q/ are Si D fg.qC1/tCi jt D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; .q−2/g[f0g, 0  i  q.
Let Li D Sinf0g, 0  i  q. The Li s will be called lines, and fg2.qC1/tCi jt D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; q−32 g,
0  i  2q C 1, will be called half lines in the rest of this paper.
The following construction generalizes that of Xia and Liu [8].
CONSTRUCTION 1. Let q  e−1 (mod 2e), where e  2 (mod 4), and let Ci ; 0  i  2e−1
be the 2eth cyclotomic classes of G F.q2/. Then
C0 [ Ce D L0 [ Le [ L2e [    [ L. qC1e −1/e
C1 [ CeC1 D L1 [ LeC1 [ L2eC1 [    [ L. qC1e −1/eC1  
Ce−1 [ C2e−1 D Le−1 [ L2e−1 [ L3e−1 [    [ Lq
We note that each Ci , 0  i  2e− 1, is a union of half lines. Since q−12  e2 − 1 (mod e),
e  2 (mod 4), we have −1 D g q−12 .qC1/ 2 C0. Therefore Ci .X−1/ D Ci .X/ in Z [G], for
0  i  2e − 1.
For each i , 0  i  e− 1, we define Di D Ci [ .[ j2Ai L j /, and DiCe D CiCe [ .[ j2Ai L j /,
where Ai is an arbitrary subset of f0; 1; 2; : : : ; qg satisfying the condition that jAi j D .e−1/q−12e ,
and for any x 2 Ai , x 6 i (mod e). It is easy to see that jDi j D q2−12e C .e−1/q−12e .q−1/ D q
2−q
2 .
We have the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.1. fD0; D1; : : : ; D2e−1g is a 2e-.q2I q2−q2 I e2 q2−eq/ symmetric difference fam-
ily in G D .G F.q2/;C/, where q  e − 1 (mod 2e) and e  2 (mod 4).
PROOF. Since Ci .X−1/ D Ci .X/; 0  i  2e − 1, and Li .X−1/ D Li .X/; 0  i 
q, we see that Di .X−1/ D Di .X/; i D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; 2e − 1: Now it suffices to check that
fD0; D1; : : : ; D2e−1g satisfies the difference family equation (1.1) in Z [G].
D0.X/D0.X−1/C De.X/De.X−1/ D

C0.X/C
X
i2A0
Li .X/
2
C

Ce.X/C
X
i2A0
Li .X/
2
D C0.X/2 C Ce.X/2 C 2.C0.X/C Ce.X//
X
i2A0
Li .X/

C 2
X
i2A0
Li .X/
2
D C0.X/2 C Ce.X/2 C 2
 .qC1/=e−1X
iD0
Sie.X/− q C 1
e
X
i2A0
Si .X/− jA0j

C2
X
i2A0
Si .X/− jA0j
2
D C0.X/2 C Ce.X/2 C 2jA0j

jA0j C q C 1− e
e

G.X/C 2jA0j2 − 2jA0j
.qC1/=e−1X
iD0
Lie.X/;
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where we have made use of the fact that in Z [G], Si .X/S j .X/ D G.X/ if i 6D j and Si .X/2 D
q Si .X/.
Similarly,
D j .X/D j .X−1/C D jCe.X/D jCe.X−1/ D C j .X/2 C C jCe.X/2
C2jA j j.jA j j C .q C 1− e/=e/G.X/
C2jA j j2 − 2jA j j
.qC1/=e−1X
iD0
LieC j .X/;
for j D 1; 2; : : : ; e − 1.
Therefore
2e−1X
iD0
Di .X/Di .X−1/ D
2e−1X
iD0
Ci .X/2 C 2jA0j.ejA0j C q − e/G.X/C 2jA0j.ejA0j C 1/:
Since
2e−1X
iD0
Ci .X/2 D .q2 − 1/C

q2 − 1
2e
− 1

.G.X/− 1/;
we have
2e−1X
iD0
Di .X/Di .X−1/ D eq
2
2
C

eq2
2
− eq

G.X/:
This completes the proof. 2
The most interesting case in the above theorem is the case e D 2. We state it separately as
a corollary.
COROLLARY 2.2. In the above theorem, let e D 2. Then fD0; D1; D2; D3g is a 4-.q2I q2−q2 ;
q2 − 2q/ symmetric difference family in G D .G F.q2/;C/, where q  1 (mod 4).
The difference family in Corollary 2.2 was first constructed by Xia and Liu in [8]. We
remark that even in the case e D 2, Construction 1 slightly generalizes the construction of Xia
and Liu since the subsets A0  f1; 3; 5; : : : ; qg, A1  f0; 2; 4; : : : ; q − 1g are arbitrary (as
long as they have size q−14 ).
It is also worth noting that unlike the proof we gave in [10] for Xia’s construction of
Hadamard difference sets, in which we used additive characters of finite fields, the proof
of Theorem 2.1 is completely elementary. In fact, we think that a character theoretic proof of
Theorem 2.1 would be much more difficult.
The difference family in Corollary 2.2 gives rise to Williamson-type matrix. Let A, B, C ,
D be the type-1 (1, −1) incidence matrices (for definition, see [5]) of D0; D1; D2; D3 in G,
respectively. Then 0B@
A B C D
−B A −D C
−C D A −B
−D −C B A
1CA
is a Hadamard matrix of order 4q2. Also if there exists a Baumert–Hall array of order t (see [3,
p. 445]), then we may plug the matrices A, B, C , D into the array, so there exists a Hadamard
matrix of order 4tq2, for q a prime power congruent to 1 modulo 4.
Next we turn to the case when q  3 (mod 4). In this case, the construction of a difference
family of parameters 4-.q2I .q2−q/=2I q2−2q/ is more difficult. When q  3 (mod 8), there
is a line and half-line construction similar to Construction 1 in Xia and Liu [9]. We give the
following more general construction.
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CONSTRUCTION 2. Let q  e−1 (mod 2e), where e  0 (mod 4), and let Ci , 0  i  2e−1
be the 2eth cyclotomic classes of G F.q2/. Then
C0 [ Ce D L0 [ Le [ L2e [    [ L. qC1e −1/e
C1 [ CeC1 D L1 [ LeC1 [ L2eC1 [    [ L. qC1e −1/eC1  
Ce−1 [ C2e−1 D Le−1 [ L2e−1 [ L3e−1 [    [ Lq
We note that each Ci , 0  i  2e− 1, is a union of half lines. Since q−12  e2 − 1 (mod e),
and e  0 (mod 4), we have −1 D g q−12 .qC1/ 2 Ce. Hence Ci .X−1/ D CiCe.X/ in Z [G], for
0  i  e − 1.
For each i , 0  i  e− 1, we define Di D Ci [ .[ j2Ai L j /, where Ai is an arbitrary subset
of f0; 1; 2; : : : ; qg satisfying the condition that jAi j D .e−1/q−12e , and for any x 2 Ai , x 6 i(mod e). Also note that
jDi j D q
2 − 1
2e
C .e − 1/q − 1
2e
.q − 1/ D q
2 − q
2
:
THEOREM 2.3. fD0; D1; : : : ; De−1g is an e-.q2I q2−q2 I e4 q2 − e2 q/ difference family in G D
.G F.q2/;C/, where q  e − 1 (mod 2e) and e  0 (mod 4).
PROOF. We only need to check that fD0; D1; : : : ; De−1g satisfies the difference family equa-
tion (1.1) in Z [G].
D0.X/D0.X−1/ D

C0.X/C
X
i2A0
Li .X/

Ce.X/C
X
i2A0
Li .X/

D C0.X/Ce.X/C .C0.X/C Ce.X//
X
i2A0
Li .X/

C
X
i2A0
Li .X/
2
D C0.X/Ce.X/C
 qC1
e −1X
iD0
Sie.X/− q C 1
e
X
i2A0
Si .X/− jA0j

C
X
i2A0
Si .X/− jA0j
2
D C0.X/Ce.X/C jA0j

jA0j C q C 1− e
e

G.X/
CjA0j2 − jA0j
qC1
e −1X
iD0
Lie.X/
Similarly,
D j .X/D j .X−1/ D C j .X/C jCe.X/C jA j j

jA j j C q C 1− e
e

G.X/
CjA j j2 − jA j j
qC1
e −1X
iD0
LieC j .X/
for j D 1; 2; : : : ; e − 1.
Therefore
e−1X
iD0
Di .X/Di .X−1/ D
e−1X
iD0
Ci .X/CiCe.X/C jA0j.ejA0j C q − e/G.X/C jA0j.ejA0j C 1/:
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Since
e−1X
iD0
Ci .X/CiCe.X/ D q
2 − 1
2
C 1
2

q2 − 1
2e
− 1

.G.X/− 1/;
we have
e−1X
iD0
Di .X/Di .X−1/ D e4q
2 C
 e
4
q2 − e
2
q

G.X/:
This completes the proof. 2
When e D 4, we get the difference family first constructed by Xia and Liu in [9].
COROLLARY 2.4. In the above theorem, let e D 4. Then fD0; D1; D2; D3g is a 4-.q2I q2−q2 ;
q2 − 2q/ difference family in G D .G F.q2/;C/, where q  3 (mod 8).
We note that the difference family in Corollary 2.4 is not symmetric. In this case, we can
still use Goethals–Seidel or Wallis–Whiteman arrays (see [3]) to construct Hadamard matrices
of order 4q2, q  3 (mod 8).
We also remark that even though the difference families in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 do not in
general give rise to Hadamard matrices, they do give rise to BIBDs with elementary Abelian
point-regular automorphism groups (see [1, 6]). Also it is interesting to note that the parameters
of the difference families in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 satisfy the relation nv−4.Pn−1iD0 ki−/ D 0,
where n is the number of subsets involved in the difference family, and ki is the cardinality
of Di, so the type-1 (1, −1) incidence matrices Ai of the subsets in the difference families
satisfy the equation
n−1X
iD0
Ai ATi D nq2 Iq2 ;
where Iq2 is the identity matrix of order q2.
We close by mentioning that it is an open problem whether there exists a 4-(q2I q2−q2 I q2−2q)
symmetric difference family in G D .G F.q2/;C/, where q  3 (mod 4). We believe that
there should be a construction of such a difference family by using .q − 1/th, 2.q − 1/th
cyclotomy in G F.q2/ (these cyclotomic classes can be viewed as circles and half circles). We
give the following example found by Wilson with the help of a computer.
Let g be a root of x2 C x C 3 2 G F.7/[x]. Then g is a primitive element of G F.72/. Let
hg6i, hg12i be the unique subgroups of order 8 and 4 respectively of the multiplicative group
of G F.72/. Define
D0 D hg12i [ ghg12i [ g2hg12i [ g4hg6i [ f0g;
D2 D g6hg12i [ g7hg12i [ g8hg12i [ g4hg6i [ f0g;
D1 D g3hg12i [ g4hg12i [ g5hg12i [ g7hg6i [ f0g;
D3 D g9hg12i [ g10hg12i [ g11hg12i [ g7hg6i [ f0g:
Then it can be verified that fD0; D1; D2; D3g is a 4-(49;21;35) symmetric difference family
in .G F.72/;C/.
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